
Introduction and background to project 
This is a proposal for the publication of a photographic body of work, Drifting by The Leeds & 
Liverpool.  It will be presented as an outdoor, multi-site exhibition that uses mobile technology to 
connect viewers to a film and a website where they can contribute their own stories of the canal. 
The rationale is to present the work within the context of its original environment to encourage 
engagement with both the work and the waterway. It will make use of outdoor space at a time 
when the use of indoor space remains problematic and in short supply. The large-scale of the 
prints will ensure the prominence of the work in the outdoor spaces.


Photographer, Andrew Fitzgibbon, walked the 127 miles of the Leeds & Liverpool Canal, making 
photographs and a short film of the experience, narrated by actor Paul Butterworth (The Full 
Monty, Strike). Renowned poet, Ian McMillan is quoted in the film’s narrative and tweeted, ‘really 
good film: enjoyed it very much!’. Although no people are present, Andrew says that the traces left 
in the landscape form a portrait of life along the canal. It shows the waterway in its complex and 
gritty everyday condition.


Through the publication of the work, it is hoped that viewers will be encouraged to explore often 
overlooked aspects of life along the waterway and discover beauty and stories in the run-of-the-
mill. As communities and visitors once again enjoy the freedom to wander after the pandemic 
lockdown, the work hopes to encourage them to look at everyday landscapes with fresh eyes and 
rediscover their own stories of life along the waterway. As John Berger said, ‘sometimes a 
landscape seems to be less a setting for the life of its inhabitants than a curtain behind which their 
struggles achievements and accidents take place’ (Berger & Mohr, 1997). The work aims to unveil 
the stories behind pastoral shades often used to depict the canal.


Summary 
The work is primarily envisaged as an outdoor installation, with large ‘photo-posters’ of images 
and information connecting viewers to a video through their mobile devices. An accompanying 
website will encourage viewers to engage in the work further by sharing their own stories from the 
canal. The website also provides information explaining the project, along with an artist’s 
statement. The project’s success in engaging with the community will be tracked through 
analytics monitoring interactions through the video platform (Vimeo) and the project’s website. In 
addition to the photo-posters, opportunities to have the work displayed on public screens will 
also be explored.


The project will initially be promoted through regional and local newspapers to gain traction and 
credibility before approaching owners of potential display sites for the outdoor installations.


The intention is to focus on four potential areas for installation, including Andrew’s local town of 
Skipton, a busy tourist destination along the route of the canal. However, there is potential for 
photo-posters to be supplied to interested parties anywhere along the canal or to canal festivals 
elsewhere.
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The sunk costs (mostly ‘in kind’) involved in making the work are already substantial, estimated at 
approximately £9,000; though it of course has been an artistic journey, rather than a commercial 
endeavour. It is anticipated that additional costs in-kind to complete the project are in the region 
of £4,000. However, the aim is to cover the cash costs of printing and erecting posters through 
sponsorship by owners of the display sites and the printers (approximately £200 for each poster 
site). Cost breakdowns are provided in appendix 2. Time scales for the outdoor installations 
depend on response times from potential locations and other factors beyond Andrew’s control. 
However, work will begin immediately on securing locations and sponsorship. A project Gantt is 
provided in the timeline section that follows. 


Details of publication proposal 

Initial publicity phase


Andrew plans to approach local and regional newspapers and other media to publicise 
the work in advance of approaching potential installation sites. This will comprise the 
press located along the canal, including the regional newspaper, the Yorkshire Post, and 
local radio and television channels. Any publicity can then be referenced in his approach 
to installation sites and sponsors.


As the work progresses, additional opportunities to publicise it will also be pursued. For 
example, through entry to short film competitions, photography competitions, artist talks, 
and online exhibitions.


Potential installation sites


For outdoor locations, much of the property along the canal is owned and managed by 
The Canal and River Trust, so they will be an important point of contact. However, Andrew 
hopes to make approaches for sites with the support of local authorities and other bodies 
for any areas targeted. For example, Skipton Canal Basin hosts farmers and craft markets 
organised by Craven District Council; and Canal Festivals already have permission to use 
spaces by the waterway. Target outdoor installations:


• Skipton Canal Basin (population 15,000; annual tourist visitors to the Yorkshire Dales 
4.7m )
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• Super Slow Ways - an arts organisation associated with the Leeds and Liverpool 
Canal, based in Pennine Lancashire, who Andrew will approach for advice and 
hopefully a presence in their waterways festival.


• Leeds City Centre - through Leeds BID who are facilitating art installations around the 
city (population 790,000; annual tourist visitors 30m )
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• Liverpool City Centre - through Liverpool BID (population 489,000 ; annual tourist 
visitors 67m )
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The exact locations for displays will be determined in discussion with site owners as there 
may be restrictions or other uses of the space to consider. 


Andrew also intends to approach the National Waterways Museum in Ellesmere Port, 
given its connection with visitors who are interested in exploring canals.


 https://www.yorkshiredales.org.uk1

 https://news.leeds.gov.uk2

 https://liverpoolexpress.co.uk3
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Video


The video work is complete (was OCA BoW submission) and is approximately 10 minutes 
long and can be watched in part or full to understand its message of reflection on the 
everyday condition of places. The use of the video format to encase still images, narrative 
and sampled oral histories draws attention to unseen meanings in the landscape. It 
addresses what Liz Wells describes as a challenge for the photographic image, ‘indicating 
that which cannot be seen; of piercing the silence of the land (Wells,2019). It is hosted on 
Vimeo (https://vimeo.com/472727539), with embedding restricted to authorised sites - it 
is envisaged that this will be limited to the project’s website to encourage participation in 
the story sharing component of the work. There have already been over 1,000 views of 
the video on Vimeo.


For showing on other outdoor screens a file in the appropriate format and quality can be 
provided. Its original format is 1920x1808, Apple ProRes 422 HQ. If very high resolution 
formats are required, a digital storage device will be required.


Website


A microsite will be developed to show the project online and act as a virtual collection 
point for viewer’s stories. It is envisaged that the site will include 4 pages: the video (as 
the landing page), the photographs (a selection of still images), about (the project and 
photographer), and sponsors appreciation page. The domain name 
www.leedsandliverpool.co.uk has already been secured for the site. 


Hosting options for the site have already been evaluated and to streamline production 
time for making a small site, Adobe’s Portfolio site designer will be used. There is no 
incremental cash cost to this, as Portfolio is already available to Andrew through his 
Adobe subscription. Design and configuration cost, including the setting up of analytics 
through Google, are in kind costs carried by the artist (estimated as £400).


Photo-posters


The design of the poster-prints will be in A0 size (1189 x 841mm) on 450gsm PVC, with 
holes punched for attachment to rails or walls. They will feature a large print of a photo 
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and an area to display a slogan to encourage engagement with the work and the canal (to 
be written), QR code (website/video link), artist logo, sponsor’s logo. An outline design is 
below:


The unit cost for a poster is approximately £30 (including postage and packaging). 
However, this reduces significantly if multiple posters of the same design are ordered. 
One printer, who has offered a 15% student discount, indicated that they may be 
interested in sponsoring the project in return for their logo on the prints.


Andrew would ask the site owners to install the posters themselves, both to meet their 
own health and safety requirements and to save his travel costs.


Costs


This information is provided as a reference to value for potential sponsors, rather than in 
any hope of recovering costs.


Sunk costs in photographing the work and creating the video are estimated at £9,000, 
including 18 days of shooting, travel and subsistence, professional voice over, and 
equipment overheads.


Costs to complete the work are estimated at £4,500, including website design, poster 
design, promotion and administrative time, equipment and web hosting costs. Most of 
this will be Andrew’s cost in kind, with sponsorship being sought for the cost of photo-
poster displays.


Benefits


Outdoor exhibitions serve to add community interest in public places and act as a focal 
point for discussion of art work - whether people like or dislike it. In the case of this 
particular work, it encourages viewers to see the environment of the canal in a different 
light and to take an interest in the rich tapestry of everyday life along the waterway. 
Viewers will hopefully embark on their own exploration of the canal, and may think 
differently about how they make photographs.


There is also the opportunity to engage further with the work through the dedicated 
website, which encourages sharing of stories of viewers’ own experiences of the canal.


When people engage with the digital component of the work, the level of engagement can 
be tracked through Google Analytics and Vimeo Analytics, allowing feedback on 
community engagement.


Finally, the accessibility of the outdoor space means that the potential audience for the 
work is far larger than that in a traditional gallery. Using Liverpool as an example, 
estimated annual visitors to the Albert Dock area are 6.3 million (Liverpool Express, 2017), 
whereas those to the Open Eye Gallery, just off the dock, are 53,000 (Lusiardi, 2016).


Risks 
If sites are unwilling or unable to display the photo-posters, there can be no outdoor 
exhibition within a close timeframe. If this turns out to be the case , Andrew would 
prepare a mock outdoor exhibition to document the project, using video and photo 
composites. The website and initial publicity phases are not affected if there is ultimately 
no outdoor exhibition.
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Timeline 
Below is a Gantt chart of the project plan timeline to completion. There is uncertainty in 
this due to reliance on third parties for outdoor display sites and the availability of space. 
It is also recognised that many organisations continue to face resource constraints while 
the Covid pandemic continues.


Time Line

June July August September October November

Proposals to 
installation sites

Proposal to print 
sponsor

Proposal to public 
screen locations

Photoposter design 
and mockups

Website design 
completion

Follow PR 
opportunities

Photoposters to site 
owners

Video files to screen 
locations

Live installations - 
public screens

Live installations - 
photoposters

Collect photographic 
evidence

Review audience 
analytics data
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Appendices 

1 Project information


Dedicated website: www.leedsandliverpool.co.uk	 Contact: andrew@fitzgibbonphotography.com

Community stories: www.fitzgibbonphotography.com/share-canal-stories/

Press images / video clip: https://fitzgibbonphotography.com/press/drifting-by-the-leeds-and-
liverpool/.

Justgiving page*: https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/andrew-fitzgibbon


*donations to my local food bank for anyone who wishes to and can afford to give (mentioned on website).


Andrew Fitzgibbon is a Yorkshire-based photographer, whose practice focuses on portraiture and 
the socialisation of landscapes. He is a final year BA (hons) photography student with the Open 
College of Arts (Barnsley), a member of Craven Arts (Skipton), the Redeye Network 
(Manchester) and the OCA Fotograd Collective. Examples of his work can be found at: 
www.fitzgibbonphotography.com. 

2 Cost breakdowns


Details of cost estimates provided in main body of proposal.


2.1 Costs to complete

Total  £ Unit cost # items Item Type

400 400 1 Website design In-kind

10 10 1 Video hosting (Vimeo) - say £10 Cash

35 35 1 Poster design In-kind

90 30 3 Poster printing and postage to home Cash

15 5 3 Poster postage / deliver to location Cash

3500 350 10 Sales & Admin time @ £350 per day In-kind

90 30 3 Poster display labour (est) Cash

200 10 20 Equipment depreciation overhead @ £10/day In-kind

100 5 20 Home office costs @£5/day In-kind

4440
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2.2 Sunk costs

Total  £ Unit cost # 
items

Item Type

6300 350 18 Day shoots @350 In-kind

1750 350 5 Video production @ 350 /day In-kind

350 350 1 Voice over - £350 In-kind

414 23 18 Travel costs @ £23/shoot est on mileage In-kind

90 5 18 Subsistence costs on shoot @ £5/day In-kind

180 10 18 Equipment depreciation overhead @ £10/day In-kind

9084


